. Deduced amino acid sequences of W and Z chromosome-linked chicken and partial cDNA sequences of their 3 0 -untranslated regions. (A) Comparison od deduced sequences of W and Z chromosome-linked chicken spindlin (chSpin-W and chSpin-Z), human and mouse spindlins, human DXF34 and mouse Ssty. Identical residues are indicated with white letters on black background. The sequences of CPE15 which was obtained by the exon trapping procedure (overlined), a PKC phosphorylation site (asterisk), RNP-1 RNA binding motif, and a tyrosine phosphorylation site (¢lled dot) are indicated. Total residue number determined and the level of identity (%) to the chSpin-W sequence are indicated at the end of each sequence. Gaps (bars) are introduced to align the sequence of Ssty.
